
   YOUR SUCCESS  	

       Can you imagine... 	


          peace beyond all imagination? 	


          being in your ideal loving relationship? 	


          feeling fulfilled doing your right work?	


          attracting and serving your ideal clients? 	


Dr. Joy S. Pedersen, L.S.H., C.S.H.C. 

!
Joy S. Pedersen is a licensed spiritual healer, certified 
spiritual coach, doctor of divinity, business consultant  
and founder of Express Success. Express Success was 
founded while working in the entertainment industry to 
help people succeed quicker and easier incorporating 
steps to success through personal consultations and 
workshops. One of her key steps is networking. She has 
not only taught networking but continues to run 
business networking groups. Regardless of the effective 
application of proven steps to success, there appeared to 
be blocks to easily achieving some goals that she and her 
clients set versus others that came more effortlessly. 	


She discovered the missing link and was trained in the 
updated ancient Hawaiian spiritual healing process 
called ho’oponopono in 1986. The process helps release 
karma and the past life memories that contribute to the 
challenges people face today. Her ability to see past life 
elements as well as receive guidance from the angels, 
further assists her clients. This process helps her clients 
release the blocks to achieving success easier while 
eliminating the unconscious issues contributing to their 
challenges.	


Following ten years of automatic writing, Joy began 
communicating with angels in 2004 and now shares their 
messages on www.angelenlightenment.com. Michael, the 
Archangel asked her to write his book, Wisdom of the 
Guardian, which he channeled through her and is now 
available to the public. 
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EXPRESS SUCCESS	

3616 HARDEN BLVD., #154	


LAKELAND, FL 33803	

973.706.8212	


WWW.EXPRESSSUCCESS.NET	
!

!
Express Success 

  

www.ExpressSuccess.net 

www.AngelEnlightenment.com 

www.WisdomoftheGuardian.com 

www.ExpressSuccessTravel.com !
facebook.com/expresssuccess 

pinterest.com/expresssuccess 

twitter.com/expresssuccess 

youtube.com/expresssuccess !!!

∼All might be easier to attain than you think. ∼

   YOUR BLOCKS  	

       Can be released... 	


          including your self-limiting beliefs,  	


          the habits that hold you back, 	


          the unconscious saboteurs, and	


          negative and toxic memories that 	


http://www.angelenlightenment.com
http://www.angelenlightenment.com
http://www.WisdomoftheGuardian.com
http://facebook.com/expresssuccess
http://twitter.com/expresssuccess
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Express Success through 
spiritual healing and coaching 

Regular private phone or Skype sessions to 
address any and all areas of life you prefer to 
improve outcomes.	


Group calls by topic allows a group of 
individuals to address and heal the issues related to 
the topic of the group call.	


Tele-seminars providing education of a new topic 
or driving more depth to previously discussed topics 
along with questions and answers segment. 	


Seminars and workshops educating on 
angels, past lives, karma, ancestral 
programing, the subconscious and heaven on 
earth.	


For free Simple Steps to Success 5-week e-course, 
register email at:	


www.ExpressSuccess.net

Clarity Consultations 
Change your 

results 

Clear the cause of 
negative experiences 
and energy, discord in 
relationships, un-
resolved issues and 
challenges effecting 
your money and your 
relationships, and 
blocks to being and 
having what you want 
personally, financially, 
professionally as well 
as in business.  	


Clearing 
Conference 

Calls 

Group calls where you 
can clear the cause of 
your challenges in a 
more affordable 
environment. The 
issues are cleared 
without you 
necessarily having to 
identify the cause 
consciously. 	


MONEY 

If money is a 
challenge, you could 
be experiencing 
unconscious 
sabotaging influences 
affecting your ability 
to earn, keep, and 
manage your money. 
Release those issues in 
a stress free manner.	


Relationships 

If you can’t let go of 
past or negative 
relationships, or are 
experiencing 
challenges in 
relationships, you can 
cut your ties to the 
emotional attachments 
that keep you stuck. If 
you release unhealthy 
attachments, un-
conscious and limiting 
beliefs, you can create 
loving, effortless and 
supportive 
relationships. 	


release limiting 
beliefs and 

negative 
memories 

Overcome the 
challenges of today by 
clearing your negative 
memories, cause of 
your problems, karma, 
self-limiting thoughts 
and beliefs effecting 
you, your family, 
career, business and 
your relationships and 
finances. 	


layers 

The number of 
sessions depends on 
the layers of baggage 
you carry. 

identify, Clarify, release,  

heal and create

business money people

problems blocks conflicts

mistakes limits endings

direction lack hurt

clients abundance joy & ease

SERVICES:	


     Individual Telephone Consultations	


     Clearing Conference Calls 	


     Seminars, Tele-seminars and Workshops	


     Spiritual Healing and Coaching

OPTIONS	


  Consultations	


     Groups	


         Seminars	

Let go of the layers, 
release the burdens 
that bind you, and 
lighten your load to 
experience the life 
you desire. 

“I didn’t fully understand what you did or how you 
did it before I came to you. I only came because I 
was convinced there had to be a better way and 
wasn’t finding the solutions on my own. I still don’t 
know what you did or how you do it, but working 
with you has made my life easier, less stressful and 
more prosperous. Even my relationships have 
improved! Thank you.” A loyal client, Genevieve E. 	



